The Tbrone of Solomon
twenty miles across: our valley opened into it gently, with foot-
hills to the right, ploughed on their lower slopes and wooded
above, while on the left along the river the mountain wall
continued, low but steep. Small hamlets folded in greenery,
Mujil and Ujabey, were visible in the cornland, and Rudbarek
in front of us on the river. Before reaching it, I sat on a stone
and took bearings on Takht-i-Suleiman and the Black Carder
and the point of Barir west of them, all visible again and as
lovely, rising in distance from the forest valley, as they had ever
been. Villagers, coming along with herds, seemed friendly;
but we had all enjoyed our recent solitary nights of peace, and
decided not to ask for hospitality, but to camp outside the
village if we could.
This was the first and last time we tried to do anything so
impossible. We found a pleasant place with boulders to sup-
port our fire where the River of Cold Water ran strong and
green in the twilight, our fellow-traveller of the day: but
scarcely had we spread our sacks on the ground and started a
flame, when a procession became visible, making like a black
caterpillar towards us from under the trees. The vanguard
was more or less plebeian, with so large a mixture of children
that one was inclined to sympathize with 'Aziz who, when I
lamented over the mortality which had killed practically all
the babies I knew in Alamut the year before, answered that " it
was as well most babies died the first year, or one could not
have any more the second." In Rudbarek evidently they had
not died when they should, and came pressing round, friendly
but overwhelming. The parents followed: the circle widened:
another circle formed itself outside: still we resisted all invita-
tions to the village. Presently a wave of respectful agitation
swept over the gathering: everyone rose, and the Agha, a fat
blustering bully of a Kurd with three layers of neck and goggle
eyes, came and sat on the carpet opposite me.

